Abstract. Abstract linear algebra lets us reason and compute with collections rather than individual vectors, for example by considering entire subspaces. Its classical presentation involves a menagerie of different settheoretic objects (spaces, families, mappings), whose use often involves tedious and non-constructive pointwise reasoning; this is in stark contrast with the regularity and effectiveness of the matrix computations hiding beneath abstract linear algebra. In this paper we show how a simple variant of Gaussian elimination can be used to model abstract linear algebra directly, using matrices only to represent all categories of objects, with operations such as subspace intersection and sum. We can even provide effective support for direct sums and subalgebras. We have formalized this work in Coq, and used it to develop all of the group representation theory required for the proof of the Odd Order Theorem, including results such as the Jacobson Density Theorem, Clifford's Theorem, the Jordan-Holder Theorem for modules, the Wedderburn Structure Theorem for semisimple rings (the basis for character theory).
Introduction
General linear algebra [1] is amongst the most ubiquitous and useful basic nontrivial mathematical theory, probably because it mediates calculations and combinatorial deductive reasoning, linking computations in cartesian coordinates to abstract geometric arguments, or purely combinatorial properties of finite groups with algebraic properties of their linear representations. Developing a good linear algebra library was one of the important side goals of our Feit-Thompson Theorem proof project [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . Naturally, most computer proof systems supply one (or more!) linear algebra libraries [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . However most are limited to the algebra of vectors and/or matrices and do not support point-free reasoning using whole subspaces. The rare exceptions [10, 12, 14] use classical sets to represent subspaces. This basically combinatorial account fails to capture some specifics of linear subsets, in particular their algebraic properties under sum, intersection and linear image.
Note however that all objects used in linear algebra can be represented as matrices: endomorphisms by their matrix, (row) vectors by 1 × n matrices, lists of vectors and bases by rectangular matrices, and subspaces by a basis. Under this identification the same matrix multiplication operation AF can mean composing A and F , applying F to A, mapping F over A or taking the image of A under F . The (unique) matrix product associativity and distributivity laws are consistent with all those interpretations -a major simplification of the theory.
We came to this observation by accident. Because we wanted a constructive formalization of linear algebra, we had to define an effective membership test for linear sets. After working out a suitable generalization of Gaussian elimination we realized it actually provided all the set theoretic subspace constructions, so we could do away with the entire set-theoretic boilerplate and use matrices only.
We then applied the resulting library to one of the then outstanding prerequisites of the Feit-Thompson Theorem -an extensive development of group module and representation theory. This worked out remarkably well, and was also invaluable in shaping the details and ironing out all the kinks of the core linear algebra formalization, for instance prompting the development of indexed subspace sums and directed sums.
It is our experience that such large scale use is essential for obtaining a usable formalization. With an appropriate framework, all basic linear algebra proofs are trivial (2-5 lines) and hence provide no useful feedback on the library design choices. Linear subspace theory is in the 10-line range and similarly offers little guidance. It is only with representation theory, with proofs in the 30-50 line range, that we started to identify substantial issues, and the hardest issues, such as the need to support complex direct sums and non-constructive results, only appeared in the Feit-Thompson Theorem proof itself, with proofs in the 200+ line range.
The contributions of this paper are thus: a practical matrix encoding of linear subspaces and their operations (section 3), an innovative use of type inference and dependent types to formalize general direct sums of subspaces (section 4), and a large-scale validation of the resulting library with an extensive library on finite group representations and its application to the Local Analysis part of the Feit-Thompson Theorem proof[3] (section 5).
This work was done using the SSReflect extension of the Coq system [15, 16] . We review the basic SSReflect matrix algebra library [16, 6] in section 2, and use mathematical notation as much as possible in section 3, but due to lack of space we assume some familiarity with our prior work [7, 6] in the more technical sections 3.4 and 4.
The libraries described here can be viewed at http://coqfinitgroup. gforge.inria.fr/; they will be distributed as part of the next SSReflect release, early during the review period.
Matrix Operations

A Combinatorial and Algebraic Hierarchy
Matrices are a typical container type. The properties of a given matrix type will typically be a function of the properties of the type of its coefficients: while all matrices will share some structural properties such as shape, only matrices with comparable elements can be compared, only matrices over a ring can be multiplied, etc.
